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esearch is in the air. Like a shiny bubble
it floats around the art world, filled with
promises of a better future for the arts.
Art spaces that before saw it as their main
task to present interesting developments in the
visual arts suddenly call themselves R&D–centres. That means that they think of themselves as
places for Research and Development. Art schools
sometimes have special departments for artistic
research, for instance the KHU in Utrecht.
And this fall, the University of Amsterdam
starts a Masters in Artistic Research where students with a BA in Visual Arts, Music and the
Performing Arts can get a degree in a combination of theoretical research and art practice. The
Rietveld Academy, of course, cannot stay behind.
But what is research in the arts?
In this issue of GRAy Magazine you will find
some answers and some examples. In general you
could say that research is just an extra tool to produce works of art, another way of being curious
about the world. Doing research in art does not
only mean working in an experimental way along
the lines of more scientific research, it can also
imply using existing methods and results of scientific disciplines to enrich the work of art with
more facets. Instead of intently staring into your
inner self, or exploiting once again the pictures of
a boring childhood, you can explore the riches of
philosophy, sociology, anthropology, the natural
sciences etc. All the results and ideas of these disciplines are freely available in libraries and on the
web and offer an enormous amount of material
that is just as suitable to use as paint or existing
photographic images. But, just as with paint or
photography, you first have to learn how to use it,
before you can do it in your own way.
Learning to handle the material of research,
learning to look at art as a way to do research
on the world around us, demands a new way of
working that is not yet common in the Academy.
It needs more than teaching ideas and histories,
more than using the right text that connects to
your work. It needs a consistent training in working with ideas and research results, a discussion
of concepts and difficult approaches in order to
establish a discourse, a way of talking, that can
handle these ideas, results and concepts just as
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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easily as the hand can handle a video camera or a
pc. What the Academy needs is not more theory,
but training in how to use theory as practice.
Doing research in art or art as research does
not make you a better artist. But is does not
make you a worse one either. Theory is in the
air. Maybe it is just a seductive bubble that
can explode at any minute. But it can also be a
balloon that lifts you high into the sky.
In this magazine you get an introduction to
artistic research by Deborah Cherry, Professor of
Art History of the Modern Times at the University of Amsterdam, who was previously Research
Professor at Central Saint Martins College of Art
and Design in London. Henk Borgdorff, Professor of Art Theory and Research at the Amsterdam
School of the Arts, compares artistic research with
the foundations of scientific research. Widely
varying examples of research are provided in the
projects of Saskia Janssen, who has drug users
drawing spider webs, and that of René Put and
Rianne Petter who, for the last couple of years,
have been conducting a research project on the
quality of the poster. Janssen and Put are both
teaching at the Rietveld Academy and have conducted their research as part of the Academy’s
Research Group (Lectoraat) Art and Public Space.
Two projects by students of the Rietveld and the
University of Amsterdam that were a result of
the ongoing honours program are also presented
here. One deals with the theory of the dérive and
the other researches the possibility of art as a new
form of religion. Finally, the design of this issue
of GRAy Magazine, is a research project by
Kalle Mattsson.
Not opposing existing ways of looking at the
world, but using them. Being in line and deviating slightly at the same time.
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et me start by questioning the terms art and
research. Profound changes have affected
both our definitions of art, and especially
fine art, in recent decades, and major changes
have transformed concepts of research, especially in the humanities. Over this same period,
the past thirty years or so, the places where art,
research and artistic research are undertaken have
also been transformed.
In the nineteenth century and for much of the
twentieth century, research in the humanities
has been identified as investigation, undertaken
in libraries, archives, collections, and focused on
documents, papers, and texts.
In English, the word research is re-search, to
search again, to find something new.
New discoveries in research were often based on
the findings of previously unknown letters, the
discovery of unpublished materials, the location
of papers which had been over-looked, whether
these were private papers of a writer or public
figure, or state papers which could tell another
story of a national or regional history of education, literature, foreign policy, etc. But by and
large research was text and archive based. It relied
on particular kinds of institutions, especially
libraries, public collections of papers, private collections. In this context, historical art research,
which largely dealt with the art of the past, was
often document-based. Renaissance art historians, for example, descended into the archives of
the Italian city states to search for new papers,
contracts, sumptuary laws. Art historians of later
periods also often searched for documents, artists’
letters or diaries for example. Even art historians and museum curators whose research was
object–based (that is, the object in a museum
collection was the starting point) were often also
document-based, not only searching out information about the object in question, but also creating document-based kinds of information about
the object, a file or dossier of papers on it.
Not surprisingly then, a variety of documentbased research generated a document-based kind
of result, a paper document, a book or catalogue,
an archive of selected materials released into the
public domain. Visual materials were translated
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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into documentary and written forms, images
captured on the printed page. This documentary
approach could have distinctive visual forms,
since in print the art historian could gather
together images which were geographically
dispersed in museums and collections of different continents. The book could provide a kind
of documentary archive file – all the drawings of
Leonardo, or a selection of Rembrandt’s female
nudes, with comparisons from earlier and parallel
historical art cultures or periods. Or the study
of a particular kind of iconography, gathered in
documentary form with various examples from
past and present.
This version of research has two key characteristics: the archive or collection is viewed something like a mine — the researcher is a miner, in
search of precious metals, hopefully gold. The
researcher spends a lot of time in the mine, at the
coal face, he or she will find much that is dross,
of little or no value. The real hope is that the
researcher will come across the prize find,
the document that no one else has noticed.
The second key characteristic is that the
documentary researcher is always in search of
the truth. Historical documents are viewed as
telling the truth, telling it like it was. Although
it is acknowledged that there may be several versions of an historical event, the document-based
researcher always searches for a new document
that will tell the real story, or one that has not
been told before. So document-based research is
what we call empirical. Its aim is to tell the truth.
It believes in documents.
This faith in documents emerged in the
19th century, when European and European
colonial territories with empire-builders from the
west were convinced their superiority to native
populations lay in their ability to read and write,
their evidence-based, textual, written and documented cultures. They contrasted themselves to
native populations whose cultures were either not
based in writing, or based on forms of writing
that were not highly regarded by the colonisers.
These newcomers readily formed imperial
archives, documenting, archiving and writing
about the populations they encountered and
aimed to conquer (or, as they thought, civilise).
9:7DG6= 8=:GGN
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If they used photography, it was put to a documentary use, it was deployed as a text: it was
claimed that the image registered, truthfully
and convincingly, cultural and racial difference.
In the western hierarchy of the senses, vision
was primary, but this vision was often oriented
toward text, to reading and writing.
The great libraries and collections of documents
of the West were established in the 18th and 19th
centuries.
It is this form of text-based, documentary
research, which is most challenged by recent
ideas about artistic research. Concepts of art as
research, new thinking about the ways in which
the practice of art not only depends upon but
also shapes new research and new thinking,
have countered an older order of text. Artistic
research asks how visual art and visual ways of
thinking constitute research, while acknowledging that visual art also prompts text-based forms
of research, such as the catalogue. But the real
breakthrough, I think, is in thinking of a kind
of research that is centred around the visual
and the practice of art. And I want to underline
this phrase, the practice of art to emphasise the
turn towards art as an event, an encounter, an
undertaking, a process, away from the older ideas
of art as an object, an inert thing. So artistic
research is, first of all, about forms of research
that depend on visuality, on the skills and
domain of the visual, on objects and images.
On forms of knowledge that are not text-based.
But visual is not a limiting term, as many artists
do not work directly with the visual — Conceptual artists of the 1970’s for instance, have
as Charles Harrison notes ‘withdrawn from
visuality’. Many artists work with sound, with
the senses of taste or touch or smell, sometimes
in concert with vision, sometimes not. But in
whatever form, it is important for us to acknowledge that in dealing with art, and the visual, new
kinds and forms of knowledge are generated.
Secondly, there is a new understanding about
the practice of art that affects the concept of
artistic research. In the earlier formulation of
research based on documents, there was no sense
of practice — the document was an object, to be
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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recorded, interpreted, noted. But the researcher
did not practice anything with it. The concept
of art as practice, and indeed as process, as networking, has freed up the concept of research,
away from the collection of inert objects, and
moved artistic research towards an understanding of what happens in the making of art, of the
research involved in the practice of art.
As fine art has increasingly been engaged with
the visual image, with lens-based media, with
digital media, so too we might expect that the
forms that artistic research takes, and the conclusions it comes to, will inevitably change in line
with these more recent forms of art.
These shifts are also prompting investigations
into ways of seeing, questions of vision, which
can be answered, only through the practice of
art. Also significant here is artistic research that
specifically questions or interrogates images,
stereotypes, visualities — I am thinking here of
the ways in which the art of someone like Sonia
Boyce, an artist of colour based in the UK, has
interrogated and questioned stereotypical images
of African peoples in her art, and how this visual
research reveals so much more than the many
articles and books that have been written on
this subject.
This involves a further shift from the older
concept of research. I have suggested that
previous art historians collected documentary
materials and that these would have included an
artist’s preparatory drawings — there are large
catalogues, for example, collecting Rembrandt or
Leonardo’s drawings. Although it was recognised
that the artist did research in preparation for
making his pictures, this artistic research undertaken by artists of the past, was always seen as a
preparatory stage, something that came before
the making of the great painting, the altarpiece,
the initial composition, figures, etc. — the
essential study of the hand, or head, or the fall of
drapery. The new concepts of artistic research do
encompass this kind of artistic research, often for
example, attending to the very complex processes
which must be researched, and mastered, in the
making of contemporary art — demanded in
particular by the current fashion for large,
even gigantic works of art in public spaces.
9:7DG6= 8=:GGN

Very large casts in resin for instance, for Rachel
Whiteread’s Monument in Trafalgar Square, the
logistics of Carsten Holler’s slides or Olafur
Eliasson’s installations. Often, of course, this
artistic research, this preparatory work, is no
longer carried out by the artist, but by his or
her team of fabricators, engineers, and makers
of all kinds.
But what I think is new in artistic research is
the attention given to the research involved in
practice, in making, the trial and error that is
involved in making a piece of art, or an installation, as it is made.
Equally significant, is the attention in artistic
research to the effect of the artwork, its impact,
which emphasises the artwork’s relation of
mutual dependency on its setting/s and audience.
Here the rethinking of artistic practice towards
the event, the encounter, the exchange with
the audience is important, for research is also
focused on what happens – the affect, the experiential encounter with the work.
And the affect of the work can be part of the
artwork’s concept of its research, its experimentation with how its audiences will encounter it.
So the research that an artwork and an artist
undertake can be done through the making,
showing of or installation of the work of art.
This research project can be planned as part
of the work’s history, its social life. Many artists
meticulously research the conditions in which
their work will be staged, some focusing on the
placement and internal logistics of the work, others on the location or placement, attentive to the
viewer’s point-of-view, their route through and
in an installation. But however much research
is undertaken at the preparatory stage, there is
often an element of surprise. The artwork can
provoke responses from an audience that were
perhaps considered, but not always planned,
and this can be part of the artistic research.
So, for example, if we take Olafur Eliasson’s
The Weather Project at Tate Modern, visitors laying down on the floor of the Turbine Hall was
not predicted by the artist or the museum, and
so new knowledge was generated about how
audiences behave in this kind of installation,
allowing for the unpredictable. Installation art
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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provides particularly good examples of this kind
of artistic research on the affect of art — much
is to do with the space of the Turbine Hall, but
much is also to do with the form of the installation — visitors to Bruce Nauman’s later installation in the Turbine Hall did not lie down,
but they did move in curious jerky ways akin to
following the Stations of the Cross. I suggested
at the beginning of my talk that art has been
changing and developing, shifting away from
objects towards process, event and encounter,
in recent decades. And this in turn changes the
kind of research that it generates, as well as the
kind of research that is done about it.
A significant feature that has changed both
the landscape of research and the forms of
contemporary art is the rise, from the ’s,
of critical theory.
Critical theory has challenged older forms
of document-based research. The writings of
Michel Foucault have exposed the archive, as
partial and fragmentary – finding anything is
just chance, because what is in the archive
depends entirely on what was kept by previous
generations. Foucault also demonstrated the relations between knowledge and power, showing
how the kinds of knowledge that were produced
were intimately related to issues of power — the
written archive is thus an exemplary case of
imperial power. And Foucault also pointed out
that truth is no more than a discourse, a formation of knowledge that supports the structures
of power. Foucault’s theories have challenged the
concept of the document as truth, of history as
the compilation of archival evidence.
Critical theory has deconstructed text, making
us aware of the strategies of text, the absences,
its workings, the ways in which meaning is
constructed and, following Derrida, the ways in
which meaning will always overflow, exceed any
boundaries set for it. Psychoanalytic theories have
opened up the workings of the conscious and
unconscious mind, allowing symptomatic readings
of documents which expose hidden, supplementary, and completely unintended readings.
All these theories call the document-based
approach into question, unsettling older concepts
9:7DG6= 8=:GGN
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of research as the investigation of certainties.
Following critical theory, we can be certain there
are no certainties in interpretation.
Critical theory has also been highly significant
in the development of contemporary art.
There are now several generations of artists who
are highly familiar with critical theory, who are
trained in and conversant with the theories of
Foucault, Derrida, Barthes, Lacan, Deleuze, and
others. Critical theory is now included in the
teaching programme of many art colleges.
Many artists are directly drawing on writings of
critical theorists in preparing, formulating, carrying out, and staging their art – sometimes explicitly, other times less conspicuously. Some artists
will acknowledge the importance of critical
theory – in their art work, in their own writings
or in interviews, others do not. There are a huge
variety of attitudes here. Mary Kelly for instance
has made a number of works that examine the
development of subjectivity – in the child, and
in the grown woman, and in these works she has
explicitly referred to the psychoanalytic formulations of Jacques Lacan, his understanding of
desire, pleasure and vision. Kelly has also written
about psychoanalytic theory. But the two are,
I think, distinct – whereas the artworks approach
the investigation of subjectivity in visual, and
to some extent, tactile ways, the essay pieces are
much more analytic, in a distinctively academic
mode. There are also some interesting interchanges between art and critical theory: theorists
like Derrida often worked with artists, and there
is a decisive difference in tone, as well as the
research conclusions, between Derrida’s pieces on
art and his much more dense and difficult philosophical writings. Another example of this kind
would be in Homi Bhabha, the critical theorist
of difference, best known for his collection,
The Location of Culture, who has written a
considerable amount on contemporary art and
artists, forging new ways of thinking about contemporary art, theorising concepts of cultural
transmission, ideas about emptiness in art, the
question of the void in works by Anish Kapoor,
and writing about cultural identity in the recent
exhibition at MoMA in New York, Without
Boundaries. Or again we might think about
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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Edward Said, who wrote occasional pieces on art,
notably on exile and displacement in the work
of Mona Hatoum, an artist who, like Said, is a
Palestinian.
Critical theory is now almost a distinct discipline, with research institutes like ASCA devoted
to the study of critical theory — many books
and articles are published which deal with individual theorists and key concepts. Yet its relation
to the contemporary practice of art is one, I suggest, of symbiosis, of mutual interdependence.
Critical theory certainly informs contemporary
practice, and it is also important in the development of the concept of artistic research.
But critical theory will be only one element in
what may become a complex work of art which
will draw on its research in many, varying elements, many of which will be artistic, the art of
previous and contemporaneous artists, for example, or specific visual methodologies or artistic
strategies. Whereas critical theory has developed
in relation to visual art, as I have pointed out, it
is also distinct from it — much of what critical
theory does is not visual and does not pertain
to concepts of art or visuality. And art that uses
critical theory to the exclusion of other elements
would, I think, become something that we might
not identify as art. Artistic research can, and
often has, taken some aspect of critical theory for
development, but in so doing, that critical theory
is changed by its encounter with art. In that
meeting, in the practice of art, critical theory is
transformed, transmuted into something new.
The last two elements in artistic research that
we might like to consider are curating and criticism. This is the age of the star curator, the curator as gate-keeper, arbiter of taste, the curator
who travels the world, carpet-bagging ‘new’ artists, just like 19th century explorers captured new
animals, bringing them back to the zoos that are
the biennales. The curator does research, sometimes in relation to artists, sometimes in relation
to other gate-keepers, such as agencies or dealers.
And this curatorial research is a major form of
artistic research today, not only in the selection
process, but also in the display and installation
of the works. Often the curator also becomes the
key interpreter, setting the agenda for knowl9:7DG6= 8=:GGN

edge and interpretation – many catalogues of
biennales and large international exhibitions
include essays by the curators, rather than by
independent critics or writers. This undoubtedly shapes the forms that artistic research in its
curatorial mode can take, the kinds of publications that appear. Also important here, on the
borders of curating, we might mention artistic
interventions into curating and collecting, that
in researching into the holdings of museums and
other collections not only show the workings
of the institution, but also investigate the wider
social concerns that formed that institution
— I’m thinking here of Fred Wilson’s Mining the
Museum, a definite example of artistic research in
its interrogation of a collection, its re-curating of
the artefacts, and its staging of encounters which
asked viewers to think again, to re-search their
own responses.
At the same time there are also critics and
art historians who continue to write researched
books and essays on contemporary artists.
They tend to write within what we might call
the new art history, drawing on critical theory.
I would not class them as producing artistic
research, except in those cases where they write
specifically about a particular exhibition, show,
or installation of an artist’s work in the catalogue
produced to accompany an exhibition.
In conclusion, I want to ask a question that
I am not sure I can answer. Does the concept of
artistic research make a difference?
Artistic research recognises that art is based
on research, that art constitutes research, and as
such it places art on the same level as literary or
historical or art historical studies.
One significant move in the UK is that art colleges have now become universities, so that there
is no formal distinction now between two different forms of higher education, and the art college is seen to do research just like the university.
So artistic research is good for art colleges, and
in the UK there are special funds just to support
it for which artists (not historians or art critics)
may apply.
Artistic research recognises that there are other
new forms and practices of research, new outputs
and outcomes beyond the more conventional
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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publication, ones which are directly related to
art, that come out of its practice, that are generated in and by the encounter with art. It fits
artistic interventions well, most of which are
research-based into collections.
But is all art artistic research? Does all art have
to be investigative, research-based? Resulting in
some form of research? Does this bring to art
concepts which are foreign to it?
Does artistic research import ideas from the
humanities and sciences into the domain of art,
and if it does, is this useful? Does the concept of
artistic research favour art that is conceptual?
Is the promotion of artistic research a by-product
of the intense interest in conceptual art of the
1970’s, and its artistic legacies? Peter Osborne
has called contemporary art post-conceptual,
“an art of reflective mediation of concepts and
affects”. Artistic research might be good for artists, and for art colleges, but is it good for art? I
leave that question to you!
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n an attempt to give artistic research a home
in academia, some people compare it to the
kinds of applied research and experimental
development we encounter in the field of engineering and technology; others compare it with
the socially engaged strategic and action research
more readily associated with the project of social
engineering in the applied social sciences; and
still others liken it to the search for fundamental understandings of specific phenomena which
is characteristic of the humanities. Yet all such
attempts remain caught up in the standard model
of basic research, applied research and experimental development that has been widely accepted
since the Second World War and is codified by
the authoritative Frascati Manual (OECD 2002),
a publication of the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development dealing with
standard practice for surveys on research and experimental development. The definitions and classifications laid down in the Frascati Manual serve as
the reference categories when it comes to describing and defining what research and development
are. All self-respecting research institutes, and
universities in particular, use the manual as a
guideline for their actions.
This model is criticised for its limited capacity to describe the value of the types of research
that are the motor of technological innovation
and economic growth. In particular, the priority
given to basic research over applied research and
experimental development is seen to no longer
reflect the diverse reality in the science system,
where what Gibbons et al. call Mode 2 knowledge
production is gaining increasing ground.*
In his book Pasteur’s Quadrant: Basic Science
and Technological Innovation, Donald E. Stokes
() likewise opened the attack on the standard
model of scientific research and development. He
followed a line of reasoning that might be suited
to understanding artistic research within the
framework of research and development. In his
criticism of the standard model, Stokes identifies two aspects of the model which he argues are
dominant. He sees these as direct consequences
of the premise that basic research is the pacemaker of technological progress, and is performed
without thought of practical ends. The first aspect
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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concerns the model’s orientation; its point of
departure is basic research. This is viewed as the
original source and motor to progress in science,
including the offshoots of basic research — the
more applied research and experimental development of new products that are important to
economic and social life. The ascendancy of basic
research over applied research and experimental
development is still recognisable in the mission
statements of national and supranational research
institutions. As a constraining paradigm both
inside and outside the academic world, it continues to dominate the minds of many.
The accomplishment of Stokes, as well as of Gibbons et al., is that they expose the inadequacy of
this almost causal logic. In reality, applied research
is just as likely to elicit fundamental questions as
basic research is likely to motivate the development of applications. At best, the standard model
would have to operate in two directions.
Basic research therefore does not constitute
the foundation on which the edifice of science
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is built, but it is simply one form of scientific
practice — a very respectable form, to be sure,
but it is unwise to justify substantial government
investment in this type of research solely on the
grounds of its potential longer-term benefits for
technological and economic development (which
it unmistakably has). It stands here in competition with other types of research, and it might
even risk losing out in the long run.
No, the justification for subsidising basic research
should also be founded on an appreciation of the
never-diminishing need of human beings to ask
fundamental questions — driven by curiosity,
by a hunger to know. This quest for fundamental understanding is, as it were, indelibly programmed into the human species. “To be always
seeking after the useful does not become free
and exalted souls”, wrote Aristotle as early as 350
BC.** This maxim would better become the mis<G6N B6<6O>C:
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sion statement of the research institutions cited
above than the implicit references they currently
make to the economic profitability
of the research efforts in fields of basic research.
Back to Stokes. His criticism is directed chiefly
at the second characteristic of the standard model
— its unidimensionality. The standard model
leaves no choice: research must be positioned
somewhere on a one-dimensional line running
from pure basic research to fully applied research.
Every study must be located at a single point
somewhere along that line. Research that pretends to contribute both to fundamental understanding and to the development of applications
is neither fish nor flesh in this model, since it is
positioned near the middle of the line and is consequently less basic and less applied than the ideal
cases at the two extremes. Stokes, in contrast, has
good reasons to assume that much, if not most,
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scientific research is not classifiable as either basic
or applied research, and that particularly those
studies that seek to substantially contribute to
societal development can often also be labelled
as basic research. In his analysis, Stokes cites the
impressive work of Louis Pasteur in the field of
microbiology as a perfect synthesis of the aims of
understanding and use. Pasteur strove to achieve a
fundamental understanding of the bacteriological processes he studied, but he was equally interested in controlling the effects of those processes
in humans and animals (Stokes 1997: 71ff ).
The unidimensional model, for its part, forces
Pasteur’s research into a murky middle ground.
Against this linear model, Stokes posits a twodimensional conceptual plane that does justice to
research inspired both by the quest for fundamental understanding and by considerations of
practical use and application.
The work of the theoretical physicist Niels Bohr
typifies the upper-left quadrant: pure, basic
research carried out with no practical aim, even
though many applications were potentially
there. On the lower right is the quadrant of
pure applied research, exemplified by the work
of Thomas Edison, who, as Stokes observes,
restrained his employees from investigating the
deeper scientific implications of the findings they
made in their pursuit of commercially profitable
electrical light. In Pasteur’s Quadrant, we find
research that both seeks to expand the frontiers
of understanding and draws inspiration from
practical considerations. In addition to Pasteur
and others, Stokes cites here research by John
Maynard Keynes and by the Manhattan Project.
The fourth quadrant is not empty, but is
occupied, according to Stokes, by “research that
systematically explores particular phenomena
without having in view either general explanatory objectives or any applied use to which the
results will be put, a conception more at home
with the broader German idea of Wissenschaft
than it is with French or Anglo-American ideas
of science”(Stokes 1997: 74, italics in original).
This is the quadrant (if we may interpret Stokes
in this way) of disciplines such as art history,
which, in their focus on specific phenomena,
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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Page from Peterson’s Guide to the Birds of North America

are not primarily searching for the fundamental understandings referred to here, nor are they
seeking any kind of practical application.
Obviously this is a simplification. After all, interpretation, for example, often plays a significant
role in describing artworks, while the results of
the research can also be put to use for mediating
purposes in the art world. Stokes himself cites
Peterson’s Guide to the Birds of North America,
which systematically describes the features and
distribution of bird species, as an example of a
worthy endeavour that neither pursues fundamental understanding nor envisages any direct
application.
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Now what help does this conceptual framework
give us in understanding and positioning artistic
research in the broad realm of research and development? Stokes devotes virtually no attention
to the field of humanities, let alone discussing
an often small-scale activity like artistic research.
This does not, however, relieve us of the task of
investigating what significance his model could
have for the type of research we are discussing
here. Although artistic research, as we have seen,
operates on many of its fronts at a considerable
distance from the practices and mores of science,
the Quadrant Model can be interpreted in ways
that can shed light on that synthesis of crea<G6N B6<6O>C:
>HHJ: # 
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tive design, performative engagement, affective
reflexivity and talent development which is so
unique to the artistic quest. In artistic research,
art practices are deployed methodologically in the
research process, and in part they are also outcomes of the research themselves.*** It seeks both
to broaden our understanding of the world and of
ourselves as well as to enrich that world by experimentally developing new artefacts: compositions,
designs, choreographies, images, art installations.
Artistic research is (to borrow Stokes’s words)
motivated both by a “quest for fundamental
understanding” and by “considerations of use”.
It therefore belongs to Pasteur’s Quadrant.
In The Critique of Judgment, Immanuel Kant
([1790/93] 1978: § 53, 52) drew a distinction
between pure aesthetic judgment and the judgment of art. Art judgment surpasses aesthetic
judgment, because it focuses on the cultural value
of artworks as well as on their beauty. That cultural value lies in their capacity to “leave [something] over for reflection” and to “dispose ... the
spirit to Ideas”. **** Although these principally
undefined, but fundamental, ideas are a different
type of insight into the scientific explanations or
interpretations obtained through basic research,
they are no less fundamental. That is because, as
we experience art, we articulate what it means
to have any experiences, knowledge and understanding at all (to remain in the transcendental
spirit of Kant). This is the reflexive nature of
art; this is the engagement that is immanent in
aesthetic distance. Hence, in addition to producing artefacts in the form of artworks and artistic
practices, artistic research also generates fundamental ideas and understandings which, although
nondiscursive as a rule, make the world into what
it is or could be. Here lies the performative and
critical power of research in the arts.

driven — in the artistic domain. It is about creating new images, narratives, sound worlds, experiences. It is about broadening and shifting our
perspectives, our horizons. It is about constituting
and accessing uncharted territories. It is about
organised curiosity, about reflexivity and engagement. It is about connecting knowledge, morality,
beauty and everyday life in making and playing,
creating and performing. It is about disposing the
spirit to Ideas through artistic practices and products. This is what we mean when we use the term
artistic research.

7>7A>D<G6E=N
7DG<9DG;; =:C@ (2006): The Debate on Research in the Arts (Sensuous
Knowledge 02), Bergen: Bergen National Academy of the Arts. Also in
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1974.
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**** Kant alludes to a quality of artworks which ‘...etwas zum
nachdenken übrigbleiben läßt’, ‘den Geist zu Ideen stimmt’.

What is artistic research all about then? It is about
cutting-edge developments in the discipline that
we may broadly refer to as art. It is about the
development of talent and expertise in that area.
It is about articulating knowledge and understandings as embodied in artworks and creative
processes. It is about searching, exploring and
mobilising — sometimes drifting, sometimes
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he poster is one of the strongest visual
media in the public space of a city.
It is a part of our visual culture and
represents great variety in visually designed
messages, confronting us on a daily basis.
We are critical with regard to the state of
the medium and its development. The poster
has lost a lot of its status over the last number
of years because of the arrival of other and new
media and due to the accessibility of printed
matter. How does this development relate to our
long-term and progressive tradition in graphic
design? Why are this medium’s possibilities as
regards content investigated so little and why
aren’t there more visual experiments? Why does
this medium seem to be as good as dead?
Without losing ourselves in an investigation that
will focus mainly on external factors (such as
economic, commercial or political ones) which
we will hardly get any grip on anyway, let alone
be able to change in any way, we have made it our
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objective to mostly investigate the visual
language of the medium.
Over a period of three months – 92 days
– we have collected posters that were distributed in the city of Amsterdam, large as well
as small, legal as well as illegal. In using this
collection – 523 posters – that at the same
time are our investigative material, we have
found a good limitation for our research.
By analyzing the material and literally
deconstructing it with regard to specific formal design, form and image choices, we try
to gain new insights. We investigate whether
we can name a new potential as regards content and visual possibilities for this originally
strong medium. We would like to re-animate
the poster medium through this visual
investigation and give it a new vitality.
Long live the poster!
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The text that follows is part of an interdiciplinary
artistic research proposal.
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irstly I’d like to define the term Psychogeography, or perhaps the accepted definition thereof; Psychogeography is the study
of the precise laws and specific effects of the geographical environment, consciously organised or
not, on the emotions and behaviour of individuals.
So, literally, how our environments or surroundings affect our psychology. Psychogeography
was a practice developed by the Situationist
International formed in 1957 by members of
two political and artistic avant-garde movements, the Lettrist International (dominated
by Guy Debord) and the Imaginist Bauhaus,
which had emerged out of the break-up of the
Surrealist movement at the end of the war.
When the Lettrists merged into the Situationist
International in 1957, Debord became the dominant figure in the larger group. The Lettrists and
the Situationists published a series of journals and
engaged in a wide range of artistic and political
activities. Although always a small group, they
have had an impact out of proportion to their
numbers. For example, several of their leaders,
and many of their ideas and slogans, were influential in the 1968 uprising, and near revolution,
in Paris.
The ideas and concepts that were developed in the period up to 1962, focused on the
city as a site for a variety of liberatory practices
— political, artistic and spatial. These practices
addressed the question of how the quality of
human life could be transformed into what
Debord was later to describe as The Society of
the Spectacle, a society increasingly dominated
by consumerism and commodity.
Debord argued that modern society had
become a society of capitalist abundance, and
a world of free time. Leisure and creativity were
continually put off by the creation of new wants
and new consumer products necessary for the
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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Guy Debord´s Psychogeographic guide of Paris.

system’s survival. Life now presented itself
as an immense accumulation of spectacles, as
commodity relations extended to all areas of
life (consumption, leisure, culture etc.), but
this system had its own contradictions.
It required the continual creation of new
wants and desires that could not be satisfied
with commodities, that had an ever-decreasing
lifespan and quickly became banal.
Debord was also scathing about the impact
of modernist planning on cities. A new, modernist
architecture and urban planning had divided the
city into functional zones, dominated by the
automobile and the freeway, and organised
space around home consumption and giant
shopping malls. Workers had been brought
together in sprawling isolation in the suburbs.
The Society of the Spectacle, emerging in Paris
and other cities, thus represented the “impoverished and negation of real life”, whilst what was
“really lived”— individual experience of daily
life — remained without language or concepts.
But it was this everyday life that must now provide the ground of revolutionary theory and practice, rather than the factory or the artist’s canvas.
How then to confront the society of the spectacle? How to penetrate its all-encompassing
ideology and explode its false consciousness? In
this context the Lettrists and Situationists were
convinced that “the only legitimate tactics of
revolutionary criticism are therefore those which
heighten awareness, raising the desire for autonomous action, self-realisation, and subjective
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expression denied by commodity relations”.
To this end they sought to develop a series of
innovative, urban-based practices that resisted
being accommodated into the society
of the spectacle.
I am going to talk of two key examples of
these practices. One was the détournement
(diversion, or subversion). This implied a turning around and reclaiming of lost meaning by
plagiarising materials — already a part of the
spectacle — and using them subversively against
it. In ‘A users guide to détournement’, Debord and
Wolman gave examples of détournement in prose,
film and architecture (such as re-creating neighborhoods in a deliberately disorientating way).
Second was the notion of the dérive or drift.
According to Debord the dérive is “a technique
of transient passage through varied ambiences.
The dérive entails playful-constructive behaviour
and awareness of psychogeographical effects”.
On a dérive one should abandon oneself to the
“attractions of the terrain and the encounters
(one) finds there”. Although partly indebted
to earlier Surrealist experiments in space, the
Situationists were critical of the Surrealists’ reliance on chance, and the pursuit of the strange
and uncanny for its own sake. Chance was less
important in Situationist practice because cities
have “psychogeographical contours, with constant
currents, fixed points and vortexes that strongly
discourage entry into or exit from certain zones”.
The dérive was thus to be more than strolling;
it was a combination of chance and planning,
an organised spontaneity, designed to reveal
some deeper reality of the city or urban life.
The dérive was also distinguished from flânerie
(or mere voyeurism) by its more critical attitude
towards the hegemonic scope of modernity.
On a dérive one tried to shed class and other
allegiances and cultivate a sense of marginality.
One could dérive alone, but Debord thought
that, “the most fruitful numeric arrangement
consists of several small groups of two or three
people who have reached the same awakening of
consciousness, since the cross_checking of these
different groups’ impressions makes it possible to
arrive at objective conclusions”. The spatial field
in a dérive might be precisely delimited or vague
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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of the modern city. Psychogeography was
“regarded as a sort of therapy, a fetishisation
of those parts of the city that could still rescue drifters from the clutches of functionalism, exciting the senses and the body”.
Psychogeography demanded new forms of
cartography, capable of representing states of
consciousness and feeling. The Situationists
thus sought to “map out unites d’ambience”
or singular places with special qualities.
This unity might reflect the social composition
of the area, or common architectural style.
But the emphasis was placed more on the soft
mutable elements of urban scenes, such as the
play of presence and absence, of light and sound,
of rhythms of human activity in time and space,
and the association of memories and places.

Guy Debord´s Society Of The Spectacle

“depending on whether the goal is to study a
terrain or to emotionally disorientate oneself ”
by moving to unfamiliar terrain. The spatial
field might be a whole city, a neighbourhood or
even a single building. One could explore a fixed
spatial field, or if the aim was deliberate disorientation (or a rational disordering of the senses)
rather than exploration, one might start from
a possible rendezvous (selected by someone who
might not turn up), engage complete strangers
in conversation, and incorporate various transgressions (Debord gives some typically semiserious examples, such as slipping into houses
undergoing demolition, hitchhiking through
Paris during a transport strike without a destination just to add to the confusion, wandering into spaces forbidden to the public etc.)
The dérive is thus an elaborate game, but
one that leads to a radical re-reading of the city.
The information or abundant data obtained
from these experiences was also intended to contribute to the construction of a psychogeography
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During the past few months of the Honors Program conducted at the Gerrit Rietveld Academy
under the guidance of Jeroen Boomgaard and
Eva Fotiadi, we have become aware or conscious
of a real need to re-assess the role of the artwork
in society, the role of images in an image-dominated world, the interaction between the art
piece and the spectator, the relation between art
and research, between art and institutions (the
affect one has on the other), between the role of
research within art, and how one could separate,
or perhaps more importantly, unify the two?
These are all marathon questions, but all are in
need of an attempt to provide answers or solutions. At the beginning of the course we studied
the texts of Michel Foucault, The Archaeology
Of Knowledge and his Discourse On Language.
In these texts Foucault talks about truth and
how these truths may only need to apply to the
discourse we find ourselves in, “in our present
discourse — certain truth is accepted — (the
establishment). Other truth cannot be seen as
it lies outside the present accepted discourse”.
(Truth is a particularly strong word but I merely
use it in terms of our accepted/approved methods for information gathering or how a truth can
be gathered from these methods). I mention this
text of Foucault’s, because I am supposing that
while we are puzzling over What artistic research
really is? we are more often than not coming up
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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with examples of research rather than products
of art, which makes one wonder which one is
which. We are taking on established methods or
tools of our present discourse and are surprised
when the results produce something that lies
on the fringes of art and also on the fringes of a
calculated (perhaps scientific) research method.
“But we have to recognise another principle
of limitation in what we call, not sciences but
‘disciplines’. Here is yet another relative, mobile
principle, one which enables us to construct,
but within a narrow framework”. (Foucault).
When Guy Debord was writing his harrowing
predictions about what he thought society was to
become he was writing on the eve of Postmodernism, we are now perhaps the survivors of his “dire
prophecies” all to aware of the spectacles of our
world, the world of consumerism and commodity, a
world demanding “new wants and new consumer
products” all “necessary for the system’s survival.”
A smaller faction of society is the art world.
Here, this type of consumerism has had its affect
too. “Everything that was once directly lived has
now moved into a representation”. What I am suggesting is that what Debord and the Situationists
were concerned about in society and in urbanism
can also be applied to the art world and the functionality of its institutions.

Marcel Proust
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“Urban planning had divided the city into functional zones”. (Debord). And then as Foucault
states; “How could one reasonably compare the
constraints of truth with those other divisions,
arbitrary in origin if not developing out of historical contingency — not merely modifiable but
in a state of continual flux, supported by a system
of institutions imposing and manipulating them,
acting not without constraint, nor without an
element, at least, of violence?” Debord’s theories
and concepts are relevant to our problems and
questions if we only substitute his words such as
urban, city, and planning for words such as art
space, research space and institutions or disciplines.
What we as a group are calling for in our quest
for an exploration of an, art experience is a reassessment of the environments we work, display
and practice in. A research into the practice of
research, a research into the displaying of a work,
a research into our environments.

A psychogeographical exploration of the art space
and research environment. “This everyday life
… must now provide the ground for revolutionary theory and practice”. Through adopting
the theories and concepts of the dérive and the
détournement as methods of research, thought
and practice, we hope to accumulate a data that
will set us on a path to a resolve. “Concepts such
as the dérive and détournement were not just
intended as tools for spatial exploration and mapping, but were part of a wider strategy to subvert
the dominance of the spectacle and open oneself
up to potentially liberating and transformative
experiences.” Such a practice is an active and
self_critical way to translate theoretical ideas into
practical strategies on the ground. It is a way of
opening our eyes and ears to what is often taken
for granted or ignored. “The only legitimate tactics of revolutionary criticism are therefore those
which heighten awareness, raising the desire for
autonomous action, self-realisation, and subjective expression”. Guy Debord’s emphasis was on
“the ‘soft’ mutable elements … such as the play
of presence and absence, of light and sound, of
rhythms … of human activity in time and space,
and the association of memories and places”.
Through this same emphasis we hope to obtain
a resolve and perhaps to find, if only for a
moment, a directly lived experience through
an art experience.
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In our texts, each one of us tries to elaborate on
the notion of the dérive from different disciplines,
each one of us applies the dérive-method in a different way. We try to put into context an issue that
surrounds the people perceiving art and trying to
have a more pure or authentic experience of art.
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This part of the article is about methods used in
research in a more general sense and gives a hint
for a possible new artistic method.
First I would like to stress the importance of
research methods. Researchers working in the
field of art must pay attention to philosophy and
context of research procedures/methods. This
is necessary because there are a lot of ways of
proceeding or doing research, that is, there are a
lot of methods. Methods are of great importance
in the general context of inquiry and research,
historically and actually they are supranational in
essence.
Let me list some appropriate existing procedures
and methods. This is a starting point, it should not
be seen as the ultimate list of possible research.
Seven principle research procedures that have
been applied to art research programs will be
mentioned here. The first four; historical, philosophical (theoretical), experimental (pre- and
post-testing) and comparative could be termed
as classical methods. The other three methods are
descriptive (using surveys, causal-comparative
method), naturalistic (interpretative, phenomenological, qualitative enquiry) and practical procedures (creative, expressive/productive). The latter
three are more complementary to the artistic
methods. In our proposal for artistic research we
use all of the research procedures.
If meaningful research is to be carried out in
any discipline, for example artistic research, a
suitable strategy or method for acquiring new
knowledge must be found.
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In concept, the strategy should be thorough,
accessible, transparent and useful in other contexts.
The choice and nature of method is crucial; if not
chosen with care, the resulting research and its
outcome could be irrelevant. One might say that
a piece of research is only as good as its method.
The development of a method is an evolutionary process and only after repeated and successful use will a procedure or a method be validated
and become accepted as a ‘standard technique’.
I don’t think, however, that the outcome should
always be the same, because in our starting point
artistic research is interpretative, singular and
experimental.
When you want to propose a new procedure it
must be based on both a cultural, contextual and
specific response to the felt need, and the nature
of practice.
Because of this relatively adaptable state
of things it should be possible to shape a new
approach, which is responsive and incorporates
the particular strengths of the various approaches
to research.
The question is: What kind of felt-need is there
to us, and what practice would suffice? Nowadays
people like us consume. We consume products,
art products.
There are so many different artworks, art forms,
art methods and art movements …we might feel
we’ve lost track in this cultural ecosystem.
This could lead to a superficial reading of art
as well as superficial experiences of art. It is difficult to find a good approach, a different form for
how to deal with art.
We think there is a lack of appropriate ways to
relate to art as a perceiver.
This has led us to look for an approach, and
attitude for perceiving art, allowing for a more
genuine experience of art. The dérive might be
a solution because it is a method that raises consciousness, a special, mental attitude towards, and
outlook upon, experience.
In our proposal we try to formulate a strategy
in relation to research, especially practice-led
research. One of the most challenging issues for
researchers in art is to question the nature of
research and propose an approach that is appropriate to the nature of art. We think it could be
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very challenging to develop a method and try to
think of a suitable attitude towards art, so that
people can have a more genuine or more authentic experience of art.
The aim of art-based research should be to
make certain processes explicit. In this case we try
to illuminate on the contemporary difficulties in
the experience of art.
Using the method of the dérive in artistic
research could be a way to make the process of
experiencing art more explicit. Can the dérivemethod be a good tool to investigate how people
experience art? Can an experience be different
through the dérive?
What could happen when we apply this
method, this technique? These questions are
about what happens if art happens, how do we
relate to it. It focuses on our attitude towards the
artwork, what is specific for our attitude.
Besides all the questions, the possible positive
side of this artistic research should not be ignored.
The elaboration of the experience of art through
the method of the dérive.

8 BD<6B>
9: =66H
This specific part is about literature and photography. It is not meant to be exhaustive, or objective.
It is an interpretation of texts and literary strategies projected into our group theme: the dérive,
a new method of receiving. Looking back on
literary history, we recognise a long tradition of
reformative and revolutionary ways of looking at
the world, of scrutinising society. Looking back
also offers me the possibility of disconnecting the
dérive from the Situationists, understanding its
essence is a constant and its causes recurrent.
“The eye of the Parisian”, says Balzac, “consumes
10 000 francs fire-works, 2 kilometres long and
60 feet high, multi-coloured glass palaces, 4 theatres
extravaganzas every evening, recurring panoramas,
continuous exhibitions, worlds of pain, universes of
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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joy out walking on the boulevards or wandering
through the streets […], 20 000 illustrated books
a year, 1000 of caricatures, 10 000 vignettes,
lithographs or engravings.”
— Honoré de Balzac in Le Diable à Paris.
The 19th century seems to be characterised by
visual overdose, the saturation of space by images,
by new objects associated with new practices —
panoramas, shop windows, museums, engravings,
industrial images … this last one repulses: it is the
triumph of commerce and consumerism, the victory of vulgarity, the emblems of modern society’s
absurdity, in short: a Hypertrophy of the eye.
So the image takes over the visible and visual universe and staggers Balzac’s Parisians, it takes over
literature itself. Literature as a representation
system is confronted with visual predominance:
in publicity, media and proliferation of televisual,
cinematographic and photographic images.
How is literature reacting against this giant
image factory, mediatic but also artistic, that
characterises modern society?
Photography a: “mute and industrial art that
makes real images to look at” and literature a:
“verbal and traditional art that makes images to
read”. We might understand how photography
threatens literature by suggesting new reading
modes of society, new descriptive techniques like
the detail writing, the snapshot (the momentary
in literature), the fragmentary.
“(…) our life is a voyage – in winter and in night
– we seek our passage … there was the fatigue and
cold of the morning in this well_travelled labyrinth, like an enigma that we have to resolve. It
was a reality of illusions through which we had
to discover the possible richness of reality.”
— Guy Debord
Claude Bernard (a French doctor and physiologist), who is quoted a lot by Zola, sees a difference
in category between observation and experience,
between exact perception and its interpretation.
The ideal observatory is for him the camera
obscura that registers nature’s dictation without
influencing it through subjective influences. But
that observation only shows facts, the laws that
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rigor. He substitutes the words with images that
enrol the very same verbal signs in the narrative.
The reader becomes, according to Triolet,
a reader-viewer.
In her experimental novel, she opens up the
traditional novel form in a way she will call the
quoting-process. She introduces verses of other
writers, pop songs, radio communiqués, road
signs, art history. Centuries are entangled in the
narrative, as well as myth and reality, fiction and
documents, defying the traditional logic that suits
the composition of a novel — her ‘collages’ mix
images, legends and historical references without
cultural distinctions or chronological time.
Apart from the experimental challenge, it is also
the “poverty of language in comparison with the
infinity of things to express” that pushes Triolet
to adopt these new strategies.
The image comes to rescue the writer that has
exhausted his verbal arguments. “I borrow the
painter or photographer’s genius to open up
inexpressible horizons”.
Nadar ‘Pierrot Photographe’, 1854 The disappearing
of the old mimesis – mime art or literature – for the immediate efficiency of
photography.

rule these phenomena remain hidden. The role of
experience is that of showing us the things with
their true significance; Claude Bernard says:
“Man does not only want to see, he thinks and wants
to know the signification of phenomena that observation has revealed to him”.
In le Roman Experimental, Zola says that each of
these ‘camera obscura’ have a ‘personal optic’.
The realist school screen (later the naturalist one)
“has a very thin glass, very bright and is so
transparent that the images that cross them are
faithfully reproduced”.
But “What does photography really add to writing?” asked Elsa Triolet in her picto-novel (Term
invented by François Jost), entitled Ecoutez-Voir
that contains 119 illustrations. It takes, in fact,
more than it adds.
The picto-novel has predecessors: Max Ernst
and André Breton. Breton, in his novel Nadja,
talks about “viewing emancipation”. In his novel
the image is there to eliminate the burdensome
description, useless in its imprecision and lack of
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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In the Third Mind, a book written in the 60’s by
Burroughs and Gysin, the two authors explore
a method re-discovered by Gysin, the cut-up,
originally founded by Tzara.
Cut-ups involve taking (usually) unrelated
texts and literally cutting the pages up, then
combining and rearranging the pieces to form
new narratives and often surreal images.
I think the cut-up could be a good manner to
give form to the dérive. But not Tzara’s cut-up,
neither Gysin’s one. A new form of cut-up, a form
without medium’s distinctions (that would
combine literature and photography in one
unique form for example), that would explore
more domains than only poetry, such as politics,
economy, psychology, publicity or art reviews.
Image and text are the most numerous and common supports we consume today, life-long and
in every field of our society — in art as well.
The cut-up allows this violent switch, this balancing inbetween two worlds. By cutting-up,
I devote to disconnect the concept of reality
as it has been imposed on us, so that afterwards,
zones that are normally dissociated, can be
plugged on the same sector.
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The dérive is also the permanent passage through
different environments, atmospheres.

B K6C 9:G B::G
During the last century several reformers have
tried to find new forms and ways for theatre making, especially the ones in avant-garde theatre like
Artaud, Brecht and Piscator. They were trying to
create a new relationship with their spectator: a
more active one. Like Erika Fisher-Lichte explains
in Discovering the spectator **, this movement was
lost and found in the years before and after the
Wars. The postmodern theatre tried to pick up
this movement by experimenting with everything the avant-garde theatre could not finish.
For example: innovative architecture that abandoned the old hierarchy between stage and
audience, the use of spaces other than the normal
theatres and a wide expansion of theatrical signs
besides text, like masks, movement, music etc.
The postmodern theatre, however, picks up only
the avant-garde methods, but abandons one of the
most important goals of the avant-garde theatre:

1,0 Pt

To bring art closer to life, that is to say, to shock the
spectators, or to liberate their creative potential and
transform them, thus, into the longed for, the yearned
after — even if differently defined — beings.***
The spectator, in postmodern theatre, is given
back his passive attitude. Here, the spectator is
an individual that can find his own meaning in
the events on stage. The postmodern theatre is far
less occupied with certain effects that they want
to achieve within the spectator. This results in a
theatre where there is a lack of surprise, a lack
of that which Artaud tried to do in his theatre,
the penetrating, the touching of the spectator.
In order to do this, we have to realise we deal
with a new generation of receivers. This mediageneration needs a renewed theatre. What happens on stage today is a lot of “outdated experiment”. Naked bodies and shouting on stage just
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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doesn’t do the trick anymore. The new audience
knows a lot more and has seen everything in
second reality. There is a need for educating or
taking the spectator by the hand and showing
them the difference between the theatre and a
computer game or a comedy show. The society
of the spectacle of Guy Debord and the Situationists is their new reality. Guy Debord already
developed a new method for receiving. We need
to look for these or other entrances to be able to
touch and trigger the spectator again and to give
theatre its place in today’s media-society.
This seems to me a wonderful artistic research.
In contrast, we are unaware of the prodigious
machinery of the will to truth, with its vocation of
exclusion. All those who have attempted to remould
this will to truth and to turn it against the truth
at that very point where truth undertakes to justify
the taboo, and to define madness; all those, from
Nietzsche to Artaud and Bataille, must now stand as
(probably haughty) signposts for all our future work.
— Foucault

> GJ><GD@
Before Einstein, there was a belief that the world
exists independent of our existence and relation
to it. In that paradigm the world could be
observed and researched in an objective way.
Philosophers like Husserl opposed this perception of an objective world.
He argued that the world is not as independent of our existence as we always thought. Quite
the opposite, it is rather our relation to the world
that determines it, a world that exists within our
relation to it. We cannot perceive the world independently; we are always in it and related to it.
In Husserl’s footsteps phenomenology was later
worked out by Heidegger, Merleau—Ponty and
others. The History of 20th century philosophy
completely shifted our consciousness of our
being in the world. It made apparent that we
all perceive the world differently because of our
different relations to it. Think of the revolution-
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John Baldessari

ary theory of Einstein’s relativity theory; it is the
viewer’s standpoint that determines the result of
what is perceived.
Aesthetics, the philosophy that concentrates
more specifically on the perception of art,
applied this new approach in its theories of art
perception. The perception of an art piece is also
determined by our relation to it. Art philosophy
tries to give answers to the question What exactly
is an art experience? and questions how the interaction between work and spectator take place in
an aesthetic experience.
In my opinion, philosophy succeeds in giving
a description of an art experience but only to a
certain extent. Hermeneutics gives a very clear
and plausible explanation of the interaction
between the two. An art experience according to
this philosophy is an interaction that functions
as a sort of dialogue between the spectator and
the work. The two are intertwined. This relationship is a movement back and forth between
the two. Both Heidegger and Gadamer call this
the Hermeneutic Circle.
I feel something is lacking in art philosophy.
The philosophy that we now know does not
give a clear description of the experience of specific art forms.
In the past decennia we have embraced a lot of
new art methods and art spectacles within the
art discourse. When you enter a museum of
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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contemporary art you don’t know what kind of
artworks you are going to experience. To name a
few, there might be film, photography, painting,
drawings, installations or performance. In all
these art forms another approach of the spectator might be asked for. One time a reflective,
a passive or the other time an active approach
might be more suitable. For example a painting and a film installation can have a totally
different impact and address different senses.
Film addresses our hearing and seeing, while
the perception of a painting merely relies on
the visual apparatus. As a result of this coming
into existence of an abundance of art forms, a
gap is appearing between the spectator and the
artwork. It is not clear for the spectator how to
relate to it, how to perceive or consume. In these
days in which the simulacra has become our new
lived reality, we experience problematic interactions with our surroundings. Our ontological
status has changed into consumers.
Baudrillard expressed this as follows;
“The viewer who, most of the time, does not understand anything, consumes his or her own culture
twice removed. The viewer literally consumes the
fact that he or she does not understand it and
that it has no necessity to it other than the culture
imperative of belonging to the integrated circuit
of culture. But culture itself is only an epiphenomenon of global circulation. The idea of art
has become rarefied and minimal even in conceptual art, where art ends in the non_exhibition of
non-works in non-galleries — the apotheosis of art
as a non-event. Reciprocally, the consumer moves
through it all to test his or her non-enjoyment of
the works.”
In the past decennia artists have been redefining
the boundaries of (what is) art, resulting in an
enormous variety of art forms and art spectacles.
In my opinion, the shortcoming of art philosophy is that it gives no explanation of the specific
art forms and how they are experienced. It tends
to speak of art in general instead of being specific.
There is a broad field for research within art philosophy that is left open. This research could and
should be done in a more specific and practical
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way, including the various art forms, disciplines
and –isms, in order to keep up with actuality.
Another point is that art philosophy in the past
century concentrated on how an art experience
takes place, but has not reflected on new possibilities or scenarios for (future) art and art experiences. There is a need for this in my opinion.
An answer, or at least a starting point, might be
found in the method of the dérive. The dérive
might be a suggestion for a new and more clear
art experience because it asks for a prescribed
approach and attitude of the spectator. It is worth
researching whether this can be a method or a
tool to make the relation between subject and
object, the spectator and a work of art become
clear again.

détournement of images, sounds and ‘facts’ and
through re-using these pre-existing elements in
new ensembles, maybe I can learn or even create
my own bits and pieces in the great jigsaw puzzle
of contemporary culture, as a tool for understanding the multi-layered, liquid Real out there.
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“(…) our life is a voyage – in winter and in night
– we seek our passage… There was the fatigue and
cold of the morning in this well_travelled labyrinth,
like an enigma that we have to resolve. It was a reality of illusions through which we had to discover the
possible richness of reality.”
— Guy Debord

8?
=<7:G<
Although the legacy of the dérive, détournement
and unitary urbanism can be traced and faced in
contemporary art and culture, one can wonder
why Guy Debord would be of interest for the arts
today. The society is a spectacle, Debord said, and
it has to be fought against, fought and destroyed,
in order to create the Situationist utopia.
Today, 50 years later, I find it a bit naive, dusty
and boring in its romantic, modernisvocabulary.
No, what interests me about the notions of the
Situationist International, is that they offer a tool
for investigating how a simulacra society such
as ours is constructed. Where the Situationists
wanted to fight against the Spectacle, I propose
an artistic research less violent and glorified. Why
fight against it? I have no alternative proposal.
Instead I want to enter deeply into research trials
on problems involving how we experience the
Spectacle. And maybe in the long-term hopefully
develop, digest and propose hypothesises and
questions to the world around me.
Through an accumulation of knowledge and
a re(e)valuation of information, through the
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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Our proposal is to elaborate on the dérive method
as a way of receiving and having a new experience
of art, but why do we think our proposal would
be meaningful artistic research?
First of all because it is a way of translating
theoretical ideas into practical strategies, and
then using experiences to criticize and comment
on those ideas. It is also a way of opening up
important issues concerning; ontology ‘What is
the nature of the subject in our research?’, epistemology ‘What do we know, what kind of knowledge or
notions incorporate our research?’ and methodology
‘How do we acquire this particular knowledge?’
Furthermore it opens your eyes and ears to
what is often taken for granted or ignored in art.
It is about experiencing art. How we experience art and how to get the best out of it.
For example: to what extent is a practice like
the dérive a good form/technique to experience
art — we could compare it with other ways of
experiencing and so on. An important feature of
this proposal is that it could lead to a re-examination of the Situationist vocabulary. We can consider to what extent the Situationist vocabulary is
a useful tool for interpreting or experiencing art.
Clearly, this artistic research cannot provide us
with absolute answers, but it can help us search
for novel viewpoints of and connections with
various themes.
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he Artist—Mullah—Construction—Essay
is a fictional autobiography of an elderly
Iranian artist, who describes his life in
terms of all artistic efforts he has taken so far.
Publishing exquisite pamphlets under the Shah
regime brings him many years in jail.
After the Islamic revolution in 1979 he fills,
prints and distributes magazines containing
absurd prose, aphorisms, polemic essays, caricatures etc. This results in many years of brutal
captivity as well.
After his release he discovers photography as
an artistic and political weapon and brings out
pictures of everyday objects, which he thinks do
illustrate the outrageous sufferings of the Iranian
population. After being locked up and released
again years later he takes the chance to flee to
Europe where he lives the life of an old, poor, and
failed artist. Here he plans to spend the rest of
his life performing the cheapest and — from his
point of the view — the most uncommunicative
art form of all, absurd poetry.
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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The book consists of an English and a German
section. These are separated by the cover, which
is placed in the middle of the book. Both parts
include an appendix with examples of the artist’s
works, such as photographs, caricatures, poem,
and self-portraits.
The two essays are based on the same scenario,
but do intentionally differ from each other in
subtle ways. The author and the designers
decided not to simply translate words from one
language to another, but to rewrite and to reconstruct entire ideas in order to emphasize the
essence of the ‘original’ text.
The same principle is additionally used for all
texts — and images — inside the appendixes.

;DDICDI:H
Published by Veenman Publishers
Graphic design by Nina Støttrup Larsen, Indrek Sirkel
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Since March 2006 I have been visiting the drug
users’ room Blaka Watra on a weekly basis: a
special room where hard drug users can use drugs
under supervision.

@B

The phenomenon of drug user rooms came into
being in the 1990’s; on the one hand to limit the
nuisance on the street caused by drug users, thus
establishing a safer feeling by making them invisible. And, on the other hand, enabling the user to
take his or her drugs in a hygienic, quiet and safe
manner. It also offers them a social environment.

7A

7A

ristic investigation (Saskia Janssen for the
Kenniskring LKPR) into the creation of a
group self-portrait, loosely based on scientific research by Dr. Peter Witt, 1954.
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A user room is a Dutch invention. Many different foreign shelter organisations come to visit and
study this Dutch model each year.
Blaka Watra is situated in the centre of Amsterdam, within walking distance of Central Station and the area of the Wallen (the Red Light
district). Actually it is like a small piece of street,
but with a roof on top that falls under the jurisdiction of the Dutch policy of tolerance.
The drugs used here are white and brown; cocaine
and heroine; smoked in a pipe or from a piece of
tinfoil. The visitors are all long-term drug users,
often for more than 20 years.
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Blaka Watra is a user room especially for users
with Surinamese and Antillean backgrounds, most
are between 40 and 60 years old. The larger part
of this selected group came to Amsterdam after
Surinam became independent. Since the 1980’s
they have formed a close user family group and they
share the days and survive together. Seven days a
week the visitors see each other between 11:00 am
and 19:00 pm in the user room where the main
part of their social life takes place. It is a small,
invisible community with its own laws, its own
language, its own economic system and its own
‘health care system’. It shows us a classic example
of sharing the sweet and the bitter. Stealing from
and taking care of each other go hand in hand.
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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For my research I visit Blaka Watra every week.
In the beginning, it was the drugs that mostly
got my attention. It is strange, and sometimes
fascinating, to watch a group of people take hard
drugs at their leisure, and to see the immediate
effects thereof. But, after a while this disappears.
It became a normal, everyday sight and I began
to clearly see the different characters/persons,
perhaps even enlarged because of their drug use.
I wanted to investigate how I could portray this
exceptional group of people, how to record them
and in this way preserve them for the future. But
not in the usual way, the way in which a documentary photographer only records the outside.
The photographic portraits of drug users that I
had seen in the past years did not show me what
I wanted to know. They were only images acting
as warnings, photos of suffering, or sensational
photos made to show them in all their nakedness.
This is something the visitors of Blaka Watra hate
most of all.
I wanted to investigate whether there was a way I
could make the user group create their own
self-portrait, without having a pre-conceived idea
on my part of how this portrait should look.
Moreover, I did not really want to make an external portrait, but a sort of mind portrait, a portrait
of the mood, the connection, and also the diversity within this group. I was searching for a way to
transform all these aspects into something visual.
A large number of sketches are made in the
user room. I don’t know exactly why. Probably
because it is such a direct activity – visitors are
mainly sitting at the table all day long and a pen
and paper are always nearby. Perhaps it is relaxing
to absent-mindedly let your pen draw lines on a
piece of paper, or it prevents you from becoming
bored. Or perhaps the white and brown give people so much inspiration and food for thought that
they have to do something with their trains of
thought. The walls and furniture are also covered
with sketches. At closing time the tables are covered in blackened strips of silver foil, plastic cups,
cigarette butts, many pieces of paper covered
in sketches, folded pieces of paper that were
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wrapped around the white or brown and rolled
up pieces of paper that were used to inhale
smoke. Miniature sketches express the mood of
the day. Some are very precise and realistic,
others show mysterious scenes.
Staff and visitors save these sketches for me in a
special box in the windowsill when they clean the
room. All these drawings together form a whole
that shows the different characters. I regard this
collection as an unconscious self-portrait. It is the
starting point of the portrait I want to create.
A drawn, group self-portrait that depicts the
individual characters.
One of the visitors, Herbert, clearly has a talent
for drawing. His drawings are more refined, more
realistic and more aware of the subject matter
than those of the others. One of his drawing
methods stems directly from his use. He copies
the black spots left on the silver foil after smoking
onto paper and, while still under the influence of
the drug that caused the spots in the first place,
he transforms them into pictures that occupy his
mind. One day I saw a drawing of blood circulation and a drawing of a family with two children.

1,0 Pt

From a friend I heard that there are pictures of
spider webs that were made by spiders under
the influence of different kinds of drugs. It was
scientific research conducted by the Austrian
pharmacist Dr. Peter Witt in the 1950’s. In order
to visualise the effect of the different sorts of
drugs, he fed the spiders flies drenched in drugs.
The drugs influenced different parts of the nervous system and caused a difference in the spin
results. Routine behaviour is influenced and
visualised in each spider’s web. The photographs
by Dr. Witt clearly show what that influence is.
In most cases, the web can no longer perform
its initial purpose. Some webs no longer have a
systematic structure, they are a chaos of holes and
knots and asymmetric lines. Others miss all crossconnections, but form a wonderful star-shaped
composition without any purpose.
One day I had a discussion with the users about
the influence the drugs have on their everyday life.
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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What it means when the logic of things escapes
you because of your long-term use.
One of the visitors, Caroline, told me that it
sometimes took her an hour to do something
very simple, like cleaning the table. Time and
time again she had to remember where to put the
items and why, and then she did it wrong anyway.
Each week I asked a visitor to draw a spider web
and to tell me something about it. After having
drawn the web, I showed the visitor pictures of
webs made under the influence of drugs as well
as the research by Dr. Witt and my own research.
The moment a number of drawings were made,
and put next to each other, the portrait began to
take shape in front of my eyes. Not to compare
the visitors with spiders, not to see which drug
they had used, but to see the characters appear
from the drawings.
The drawings were either made with pure technical precision, or as metaphors for the user’s life
or, sometimes, only after hours of hesitation and
uncertainty about what a spider web looked like
anyway. And once just in exchange for a cigarette.
Blaka Watra has 34 registered visitors.Thus far the
collection has 27 spider webs, as some visitors are
momentarily stuck in another web.
At present Saskia Janssen is working on interviews
with the visitors about their drawings.
The complete investigation will be published in the
summer of 2007. (This is a pre-publication of the
collection of drawings).
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6ICG

Proves humans are capable of
transcendental experiences.

Emphasises that this doesn’t
indicate the existence of a god
nor supranatural powers.

Is a-moralistic and respects
individualisation.

6ICG

6ICG

6ICG

Is a new religion, based on
science (and science-based art)
and consumerism.

Leaves it up to the
individual when, where
and how to consume.

Offers contemporary men
experience and awareness of a transcendental
dimension to life beyond self.
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Regrets that both christian and
islamic religion have become
a matter of practical rules.

8DC8:EI
7:NDC9 G:6HDC
Ulrike van der Lee
Fine Arts, Dogtime, GRA
The concept Art: The New Religion is about
offering the religious experience as a ready-toconsume product developed on the outcomes
of neuro-theological research regarding religious and spiritual experiences. Neurotheology
is a new and rather controversial research area
involving theologists, philosophers, psychologists
and other social neuroscientists, who can prove
that God is in the brain. Experiments indicate
that the religious experience can be located by
measuring brain activity. Our concept is based
on the theory that the homo religiosus is a homo
consumentus. The homo religiosus satisfies his
need to experience a notion of the universe by
going to the shopping mall. It functions as a
symbolic replacement of the universe. Shopping
malls function as new cathedrals and temples.
Because both churches and museums have suf<G6N B6<6O>C:
>HHJ: # 

fered major losses through this development,
we decided to compete to seduce the customer.
This is why we choose to offer the religious
experience as an attractive consumption product.
We have to combine the existing commercial
knowledge and visual presentation about patterns of consumption in general and in relation
to spirituality to seduce our potential customer.
We have to investigate how a combination of
film and environment can activate cognitive and
processes that are involved in different types of
religious mental states (for argumentation see
Rozan Vroman). The actual product can be a
film in combination with a specific environment (for argumentation see Annabel Troost).

ATNR remains a contradiction in terms: it
aims for transcendence and it trusts science.
The idea grew out of the discussion on the
principle of science-based art. In my opinion
our rational capacities are over-rated in present
day society. I felt a strong need to escape this
and wanted to have nothing to do with science. But as I felt so strongly, it should also
be part of the statement I make. I think art
should represent something between the relative and the absolute, the infinite and definite.
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I wanted to play with the idea of embracing science. The struggle of how to represent the situation remained. The science-based transcendental
experience is as much an explanation as it is a
provocation. It represents the question ‘What
should art be like?’ Is it about complementation or neutralisation? In a way I feel like this
whole project is about neutralisation, it is about
nihilism at is core. And I think that’s exactly the
statement we wanted to make. Do you believe
this is it? Just like the scientist, every believer
should be self-critical. In post-metaphysics, it
is said one can not be nihilistic enough in dialogue with others. The way of truth-finding is
no longer vertical, it is horizontal. It is in this
direction that we hope to make a contribution.

C:JGDAD<>86A
6EEGD68= ID
IG6CH8:C9:C8:
Rozan Vroman
Bio-exact, UvA
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Stills from MEKKA (31 min. Ulrike van der Lee), as an example of an
experiment on how film can contribute to a religious mental state.

I have experienced transcendence (not only during meditation) and became fascinated by an
experience that I’m not able to translate into
words and therefore won’t try. But transcendence
became my main item and led me to research in
this field. For me this meant that while trying
to escape science it took me in again. This made
me re-investigate my negative opinion towards
science. How can we use it and still be critical?
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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The central point Art: The New Religion will be
the generation of a transcendental experience.
To realise this, we have to take a closer look at
the processes that occur in the brain during the
generation of such an experience. Most of the
brain research done in this region focuses on
transcendental experiences as a result of meditation. The reason for this is simply because it is
practically impossible to research spontaneous
transcendental experiences in a controlled environment. Unfortunately, the amount of scientific
literature on transcendental experiences is quite
low. Here I will focus on two transcendental
meditation techniques on which enough information could be found. Because the theory around
the occurring processes during these meditations is quite complex, I will give a simplified
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explanation. Afterwards I will give a suggestion
or advice on how to approach the problem of
actually generating a transcendental experience.

K>6 C:<6I>K6
6C9 K>6 EDH>I>K6
The two transcendental mediation techniques
that will be discussed here are called via-negativa
and via-positiva. The explanations are still theoretical (d’Aquili and Newberg, 1993), but there
is sufficient research to support it. I will come
back to this later with an example (see also the
references).
I will start with via-negativa, or active meditation.
The meditation starts in the right prefrontal cortex (R-PFC) where your consciousness is situated.
The meditating person tries to empty his or her
mind by banishing all thoughts and cutting off
all external input. This can be done, for example,
by focusing only on breathing. If the person is
able to accomplish this, a stream of information
from the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) to the right
posterior superior parietal lobule (R-PSPL) will be
inhibited. It can take several years of practice to
be able to do this. The function of the IPL is the
generation of abstract concepts and the ability to
find the words that belong to them. The R-PSPL
is responsible for the sense of spatial co_ordinates
and the localisation of objects. Normally there is
a constant stream of information going from the
IPL to the R-PSPL. You are constantly naming
the things you see in your environment. By trying to block out this processing of surroundings,
the right prefrontal cortex influences the connection between the two lobules. As a result of this
inhibition, a loop is formed. This loop is started
at the R-PFC, goes through the R-PSPL and the
limbic system (highly involved in emotion and
motivation) to end and begin again at the R-PFC.
This loop enhances itself due to continued meditation, till a maximum is reached resulting in a
spill-over. At that moment the meditating person
experiences an ecstatic and blissful feeling due
to stimulation of certain brain systems. Another
consequence of the spill-over is the inhibition of
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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the processing of information in the PSPL. The
PSPL is for a sense of space and spatial co-ordination, but probably also for understanding the
limits of your body, to know where you end and
the world begins. If these functions disappear,
an unusual feeling will overwhelm the meditating person. As the PSPL doesn’t have a memory
bank, there will be no sensations of sound or visual information. The sensation will probably be
a feeling of becoming one with the world, a sense
of transcendent wholeness. Because the experience is extremely unusual and overwhelming for
the person, a feeling of experiencing absolute reality can occur. These hypothetical consequences
of the via-negativa fit the state of absolute unitary
being (AUB) as described by experienced people.
The via-positiva or absorptive meditation has a
lot in common with the via-negativa. The beginning of the meditation is different though. In
this case you start by focusing on a certain object
or symbol, this can be a religious one but that
is definitely not necessary. This object can be
something physical in your environment or you
can imagine it, it can also be a certain memory.
By actively trying to focus, your R-PFC generates a specific stream of information going from
the R-PSPL (localisation and spatial co_ordination) to the right inferior temporal lobe (R-ITL).
The R-ITL is meant for scanning the visual field
to alert the organism to objects with a certain
importance. This focusing results in clearing the mind, as in via-negativa, with a loop
going through the limbic system. A big difference occurs after the spill-over. At this point the
fixation on the subject still takes place, therefore only the processing of information in the
left posterior superior parietal lobule (L-PSPL) is
inhibited, resulting in a feeling of becoming one
with the object, symbol or memory you were
focusing on. This experience can be interpreted
as a religious experience when the subject of
focus is a religious symbol. At a certain unavoidable moment the R-PSPL will also be inhibited, resulting in the same experience described
at the via-negativa at the moment of right and
left PSPL inhibition. Thus, the end point of
the via-negativa and via-positiva are the same.
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To conclude I will give an example of research
that supports this theory of transcendental meditation. It is a measurement of brain blood flow of
Buddhist monks during meditation using single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)
(Alex Hankey, 2006). If the blood flow in a
region of the brain is high, it indicates activity of
this region. The parietal lobe in the baseline (normal situation) is normally active, while the scan
during meditation shows a decreased activation
of this lobe (see figure below). According to the
theory this is exactly what you expect. In the final
stage of the transcendental mediation this region
will be inhibited, resulting in the state of AUB.

76H:A>C:
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Paretial Lobe

Paretial Lobe

Alex Hankey (2006)
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Our goal is to offer a transcendental experience
without the need for the audience to put too
much time and energy into it. We are thinking
about using film, sound and a specific surrounding to accomplish this. I therefore suggest focusing on the use of the via-positiva meditation
method. Firstly, because there is a fair amount
of information on this method. Secondly, and
most importantly, this method allows us to use
external sensory information. This meditation
method is also more related to religious experiences than the via-negativa. We can provide
visual images that focus on a certain object or
symbol. How to put this into practice and how
to incorporate, for example, sound or music
is part of the research we are proposing here.
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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Other parts of the proposed research that can
be approached in a neurobiological way include
how to design the advertisement for Art: The New
Religion. For example, how to make use of colour.

;>AB 6C9
K>6 EDH>I>K6
Annabel Troost
Film Theory, UvA
In realising the transcendental experience we
should, as Rozan suggested, use the via-positiva
because of its sensorial character. The way in
which the via-positiva is evoked neurologically
can be translated into a created environment
including film. I will focus on film as the fixation subject. Due to its ability to put external
information directly into your brain, film can
play an important part in the materialisation
of the transcendental experience. Walter Benjamin’s comparison between a cameraman and a
painter explains best why film is such a powerful, and therefore suitable, medium for this art
work. The difference between film and a painting, according to Benjamin, is analogous to the
difference between a surgeon and a magician.
“The magician heals a sick person by the laying on
of hands; the surgeon cuts into the patient’s body.
The magician maintains the natural distance
between the patient and himself; though he reduces
it very slightly by the laying on of hands, he greatly
increases it by virtue of his authority. The surgeon
does exactly the reverse; he greatly diminishes the
distance between himself and the patient by penetrating into the patient’s body. […] Magician and
surgeon compare to painter and cameraman. The
painter maintains in his work a natural distance
from reality, the cameraman penetrates deeply into
its web. […] Thus, for contemporary man the representation of reality by the film is incomparably more
significant than that of the painter, since it offers,
precisely because of the thorough going permeation
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of reality with mechanical equipment, an aspect of
reality which is free of all equipment. And that is
what one is entitled to ask from a work of art.”
- Walter Benjamin, 1936
We can use film as a hypodermic needle which
penetrates the subject with external, sensorial
information. Thus we simulate the via-positiva through moving images and sound.
These images and sounds must meet certain
conditions required for the via-positiva. Our
film must de-activate our perception of time and
space, because humans normally understand
in terms of cause and effect. As Rozan pointed
out, meditation can de-activate this certain part
in the brain (posterior superior parietal lobule).
Film can simulate this process by not giving
the viewer a traditional narrative: no chain of
cause and effect, no beginning or ending, just
a (seemingly) everlasting flow of non-synchronous images and sounds. The viewer will lose
his or her perception of time and space, through
which he or she loses a sense of self. The boundary between subject and object fades away. Here,
I want to stress that the moving image, film or
video art, is a useful tool. Although we still have
to research the content of the sensorial information, we suggest MEKKA (31 min. Ulrike van
der Lee) as an example of an experiment on how
film can contribute to a religious mental state.
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It’s easy!
G:;:G:C8:H
96FJ>A> : < and C:L7:G<, A. B. Religious and Mystical States: A
europsychological Model, Zygon, Vol. 28, no. 2 (1993), 177-200
7:C?6B>C, L6AI:G Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen
Reproduzierbarkeit, (1936)
7DCI6 > A. Een blik in het Hiernamaals, Neurochemie van
transcendentale belevenissen, Erasmus Publishing (2005)
<GDDI: E Het consumptiegedrag van de hedendaagse mens, http://
www.frw.rug.nl/persons/groote/cursus/global%20village/
websites/0203/consumptie/site/index.html
=6C@:N 6 Studies of Advanced stages of Meditation in the Tibetan
Buddhist and Vedic Traditions. I: A Comparison of General Changes,
Advance Access Publication (2006)
C:L7:G< 6 Putting The Mystical Mind Together, Zygon,
Vol. 36, no.3 (2001), 501-507

We are aware of the fact that our statement
– the necessity of Art: The New Religion – needs
some justification.
As Ulrike already explained, church is dead,
but the human, being homo religiosus, is still in
need of spirituality. However, the homo religiosus
is at the same time homo consumentus. Consumerism is a term used to describe the effects
of equating personal happiness with purchasing
material possessions and consumption. The need
to consume in order to be happy is imposed on
us by our capitalist society. Consumerism, the
way in which it exists today, is tightly connected
<G6N B6<6O>C:
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to the notion of leisure time, a notion which
emerged late in the Industrial Revolution. Today,
we can choose between two distinct types: active
and passive leisure. The former overlaps with recreation, as physical or mental energy is involved
(hard work!). The latter refrains from the desire
of using energy. Its purest form is doing nothing,
like lounging. We see meditation as an activity, because it requires discipline, practice and
concentration. Meditation is an active search for
religion. Therefore, we want to use the notion of
passive leisure, because it is more connected to
consumerism: we offer a transcendental experience or material possession of religion. The only
thing you have to do is undergo the experience.

C:L7:G< 6 6A6K> 6 76>B: B EDJG9:=C69 B H6CI6CC6 ?
and 96FJ>A> : The measurement of regional cerebral blood flow
during the complex cognitive task of meditation: a preliminary SPECT
study, Psychiatric Research: Neuroimaging, Section 106 (2001),
113-122
GDGIN G and K6II>BD < De toekomst van de religie, Klement/
Pelckmans, 2006
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n graphic design you often have a limited set
of elements to work with. You combine them
in different ways, to get something across. It
easily becomes something you recognize, something you have seen before. Either you are fine
with that, or you keep moving.

You might not know exactly what you are looking
for, but you might be sure about what you don´t
want. And it might seem as if every option is
already occupied by something/someone else.
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EGDIDINE:
The letters that make up the title pages in the magazine are part of the Prototype project. All letters are
early or late sketches of finished or abandoned typedesign projects, or simply exercises in creating lettershapes. Below is the complete list of who made which letter. To see how the project developes, see www.
hijackyourlife.com/prototype.
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Ludvig Gustafsson
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Matthias Kreutzer
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Andreas Tscholl
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GRAy Magazine is a publication of the Gerrit Rietveld Academy, Amsterdam. An on-going project
commissioned by the GRA Board of Governers and created by final year graphic design students under
the guidance of mentors of the Graphic Design Departement. Published by The Gerrit Rietveld Academy. Fred Roeskestraat 96. 1076 ED, Amsterdam. www.gerritrietveldacademie.nl
For this issue Kalle Mattsson was the graphic designer and Josien Van Gogh the translator.
Clare Mc Nally was the text editor, and proof reader.*
One million thanks goes to Linda Van Deursen, for her legendary teaching skills.
And to Jacqueline at robstolk® for sponsoring the printing, at a very late hour.
Without you two, this would still just be a file in a computer.
;DDICDI:H
* She found 317 mistakes in the final dummy, but I would need her to double check that.
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